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(Once more ZEUS seems tempted,
tightens his grip on the easel/thunderbolt,
lifts it part way off the ground •.••
Just at this moment HERMES, whose
mere pose of perusing the oilsketch in his
hand has somewhere along the line become
actual perusal, suddenly what he has
been looking at.)

HERMES
4-t €H34i'tl'¥ing"·t eward''"·the · e'ilsket ch"J.,.,,

But--it's of 'Tina!
THE TROJAN PRAYER
What?
HERIVIES
4-:th.:rtusting forth - the oilsketch)
This "girl with green eyes slipping apple slices
to her bird''? That's not just any girl with green eyes;
that's

tA<Ii

l ii!!::.J.

that's not any pet bird:
t Fowl.

"green-eyed Athene." And
that's Athene's own

And--hold on!

this isn't some random

Granny Smith or Golden Delicious the bird pecks at,
it's the Golden Apple, the one, I ought to know,
wasn't it I who laid it on Paris?

You've gone and taken my sister ahead of me! You were
supposed to paint me first and you painted her!
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THE TROJAN PRAYER

How could I have missed ... ?

Wait a minute.

She..
snatches the oilsketch out of
HERME ', hand)
This green-eyed girl may be Athene. This bird pecking
at the fruit may be Athene's owl. But this is not,
the Golden Apple. It's not golden. It's green!
ZEUS

A small lapse on the part of the Sunday painter.
So as to bring out the intense sea-green of my sitter's
eyes, I underpainted the apple with \.\That turns out to be
an awfully insistent terre verte_.. All, you understand,
in the interest of capturing the scene before rna
in its true colors.
THE TROJAN PRAYER

This scene can never have been before you!

Your sister wasn't "taken out of turn" to be his sitter.
At no time can Athene have sat for a portrait of herself
with the Golden Apple because Athene was never trded.
the Golden Apple; Aphrodite was!
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HERMES
Actually, as I recall, for a moment there Paris did seem
to be tilting 'Tina's way--

THE TROJ.AN PRAYER
-but, in the end, came down for Aphrodite, Helen and war.

ili-;·
,:. .: .
l

....,.,._

·'<' _,

v-., '•

l

(:Lndicat; ng the oilskef.ch..)
-

!! and not for"""·t--h--e .:t:irs'tc:·C{ e, we behold·.· ·- P..,.a_ llas Athene

·····-· .c .
.}
=!?!own
.C§_E: g__ :f. l:
-

--&••.

'- -

'"-..

from her creator 1 s head.

.-··0, '-0..' '-•• • --......... ,,;4 •.",,o ,o,_, '· ."'"''-••••A.'------···• · ·•.•.......,;.'..',,W,O,I ,_, ,...... 0

,0

0 ,,,. , , ·,. ,..·. ''.,,. - «·,;· ·''-•'.', ''

"k-"<to"-'·Z,.EUB·)

This tableau of your "sensible child" making so light
of her golden prize that she feeds it to her pet
never did, never can have taken place; for such prize,
in the world we know, was never hers. Zeus! Here is
no study from life but the first imagining of another li:fe,
of a world where all plays out differently--

ZEUS
u 'E}RlVI:E'

It's true .•

THE TROJAN PRAYER
Ah!

ZEUS
I did have a sudden fancy to show 1 Ti.na in a certain light--we
artistes, what to say?--and bumped her to the head of the line.
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But I feel absolutely ready to paint you.

·

HERMES
Ah! Liked that last one, did you?
-(·sket.chily re-creating. his· p

39 ·pose)

"Godlike Creator Contemplates Own Conception with Pride"
ZEUS
Well, it •.. opened the gates. Look now.

If

The Orison, here,
(-indicates··· the· TROJAN· PRAY'ER)
speaks true, vast hosts of but-now-slain Trojans will
soon be wanting a guide to the Farther Shore. Go change
irito your psychopomp aspect. I have a feeling that
m.b. _...

u tS•·'&pa-int eD1W···"···di-is.tance...gaug1::ng
ut.. toward··HERMES");..

"Hermes, Conductor of Shades Below" is the view
I now need to take of you. But rest assured: on that
view or another, I take you next.
HEID-1ES

"Hermes Conducts • . • the Shades of reroy • • •
Below .

"
• • • fand, conducting all the way,,
he exits •
P . - 'TP-O'J'AN

o\\!;ke+l.,

fowcn.-d

PrtAYcP.. ho (
:2 GU S )

s, o Ld"'

1he.
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
h.G-1 i .,,£.o":r: th ... :tf!e·-·Oil:aketch•)

A "sudden fancy to show 'Tina in a ce:etain light"?
ZEUS
I had undertaken to paint the god. How does one Laint
a god? Where does one start? This little genre-seene
with wildfowl offered a way in.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Come on, Zeus! If you're going to be an ''a:ttiste, 1''
you're g6ing to have t.o acknowledge yourself
a teeny bit in the grip of an obsessive theme or two.
What your little genre-scene "offers a way into"
is a world where (thanks t.o Athene's upset victory
in the bathing-suit competition) Helen keeps quietlY
at home, the Greek host never musters, and, j_f Troy
does not win the Trojan War, it is only because
She.
){e-hangs the oilsketeh :Ln midair)
there'll be n.o Trojan War. Not long since,
you pressed me t.o say whose prayer for Trojan victory
I was, from what lips I rose. Might the answer possibly
b:£J( " m,;i,ght-.,en"1·y that. g.ods....don't ..pra .prevent... its being):
(.;-;;from his lips who llrged the question"? So much,
at least, is sure: that Zeus--who has ever favored
the altar of Priam and of late grants Hector field upon
field--is, if a stranger to the prayer, surely no stranger
to the hope, that Troy win.
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ZEUS
'"".qui. :y .,).•

I think about it. I'm not sure why.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Couldn't possibly have anything to do with one's role
or lack of it in a certain beauty pageant? Or
maybe--given your current aesthetic tilt--with
Troy's being the more sympathetic to art?

ZEUS
Actually, Troy has the more pro-art ly.stre, but the
preponderance of surviving monumental evidence
favors the Greeks.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Of course "the preponderance of surviving monumental
evidence favors the Greeks"; only the Greeks §.£!:Vi"i§.!

ZEUS
Ah, well, a bird in the hand
THE TROJAN PRAYER
But then, I suspect you have deeper reasons for wishing
Troy victorious than the dynamism of her gallery-scene.
It could be your only chance.

ZEUS
Only chance . . . ?
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
To become the master you always knew you had it in you
to be. To enter upon your own. To outstrip all those
mortal painters who haunt your dreams. For, bring Troy
out on top and you display an audacity of conception
that leaves them all--Skopas, Telephos, Polygnotus
himself--painting in the dust.
ZEUS
( &Z"- g"l:

A "divine intervention"?
THE TROJAN PRAYER
I know you aspire, beyond everything, to leave "god"
behind for "artist." But how if, to transcend the _god:'
one had, briefly, to reassume him, since only by a god's
freedom of handling may you hope to equal, if not surpass,
the godlike freedom of your human peers.
ZEUS
Surely the true freedom here would be to make art that
shows Troy winning while leaving the : r·ealities of the
situation untouched. To sketch out, though with every
circuit of the walls his corpse grow dustier, a Hector
Triumphing Over Achilles. To lay in a passandra Paid J eed,
even while the prophetess

herself rav·es on, unmarked.
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To depict

a Victorious Athene Feeding Her Bird a golden prize
all the while safe in Aphrodite's halls. Does not art
most truly show us the world by showing itself unaffected
by the world it shows? Shall I not paint !roy Wins--and
let win who will?
(At a loss for an answer, THE TROJAN
PRAYER is temporarily relieved of the
necessity of supplying one by the glow
now once more coming up around the
"painted scene."
She enters the "witness box," raises
her hand in the visionary hailing-gesture,
. and peers "down," i. e., out.
f

This time, the glow that comes up

i around the "painted scene" remains on.)
THE TROJAN PRAYER
But what's this? Halfway through the city gates, the
Wooden Mount jams! Wedged fast! Aground! Nor even now
will my townsmen read the writing on the wall but rather
set about to open the wall. It gives us a moment .
(=e-effi'e5"' tt4i-·G"f,,Fthe·"'"."!J.w;ii::.tn.e.s.s· -boocJ.! ""'""i'Y-0"
· ZEUS-;·t

Paint Troy Wins and let win who will?

ake not peace

but a piece? Well, so--fine! Only, when you say:
"paint Troy Wins" .
mean: 'paint'?

Surely you don't literally
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I mean, what point innovating this high new theme only
to go on rendering it in the same old medium?
To convey so revolutionary a conception, you'll be
wanting a revolutionary new form. For in what, if not
the unending, fruitful quest for new forms, does the
mastery of . the human masters you vie with, consist?
ZEUS
Surely I have been--as befits my leading role in the
Attic pantheon--a force for innovation in Greek art
second to none. I pioneered the use of glazed broken
washes in watercolor, introduced the "Velazquez

palette'"

some decade or two before Velazquez, and, if I was not
actually the first to do pastels on sansfix paper,
no one, I think, will dispute my having raised the
technique to new heights. Who before me ever thought
to show a seascape from above, to fill the ondo and
lower registers of a krater with matter of independent
visual interest, to represent the human frame,
in all its complexity, along the curvature of a

?

Yes, and when the Greek brush first ventured out
beyond representation, who but Zeus led the way into
Luminism, into Gesturalism, into Anarchofuturism?
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
Advances all, past a doubt; but advances within painting.
Surely it's painting itself that such a radically new
theme as "Troy Wins" calls for an advance upon.
Not that quite a fine--indeed, highly dramatic--image
of Troy Triumphant mightn't be captured on canvas. As
for example:

against a troubled east, doing its

orange best to dawn, one might touch in a single, vast,
charred horse's leg, shown pastern to hock, all that has
survived of the not-a-moment-too-soon unmasked and torched
clapboard dray

But really, would all this

amount to much more than painting a dead horse?
Now, by contrast, imagine something less ...worked,
more respectful of the logic of its materials, as for
example, a hundred-foot-high horse's leg, fashioned
from ...oh, say, pre-charred pine, since
.{..g.e-·Pe'&,.J,!be3::owJb)

Prancer, there,is of pine
ZEUS
You're talking about ...some kind of theatre piece?
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Theatre . . • ?
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ZEUS
Well, when you say: of pre-charred piire.., since the Hor_se
is pine . . .

Isn't theatre the place where tonight

the role of pine will be played by other pine?
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Hm ..• that's rather a confining defi.nition.
Certainly I don't rule out some elements of spectacle:
rear-projected battle scenes, tape-looped oral testimonies
and the like. But ...theatre?

Where's the

flesh-and-blood characters?
ZEUS

t s Emed, -- k-s- "1:-}'
Oh, yes, well, then, of course--not theatre. But,
if not theatre--?
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Imagine, if you will, a kind of site-§.P_§cific, multimedia
performance inst llation--something, I may just point out,
that not a one of your mortal rivals has yet hit upon.
I envision a series of found spaces, laid out as
stations on an interactive tour, which the spectator,
moving at his or her own pace, visits in sequence:
Station: Site of the Destroyed Greek Camp (an earthwork).
Station: Blinded Ulysses Tramps Out His Days at the Mill.
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Station: Scorched Remains of the Unmasked Wooden Horse--Or, you know, maybe--in deference to that slightly
shopworn critical virtue, concision--maybe only a
single station: the Scorched Remains of the Horse.
Or p.er.ha s--m€ct-eoB:.y;m&"""be4£g,,,"'"" as- -ac:lwa:y,&-·r·· po-w e rfu-l:•••·beycmdl·
-F--eaHen-"'"--'the-•-· a·rt'··of.· ·the·<f!I'agment,"-· - and·· so forth-).-....-

rnaybe dial it back to the immense, wooden leg of the
horse,
shown pastern to hock, still a-smolder with flames
she shall never now bring upon Troy.
ZEUS
Let me get this straight. You're urging me, for my
Final Studio Project, to clap together an immense
wooden horse's leg?
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Actually, you've already gQ1 an immense wooden horse's
leg, all you need to do is get rid of the dead wood.
.•"

(·BBS myst ifd:-ed}

I mean, dispose of the rest of the horse.
ZEUS
And this beats building the leg . • • how?
THE TRO,JAN PRAYER
More of a personal statement. The god--or godlike
maker--most surely glimpsed in his absentings, in the aftermath.
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Gives your project distinct memoiristic resonances.

ZEUS
Yes, I see •...
THE TROJAN PRAYER
The Horse once out of the picture, picture the scene.
It is morning. Against a troubled east, doing its
orange best to dawn--

ZEUS
Ha . . .

!

r
_·

-

-- ,·-.·--.""_._" ·-- ·- --·-·-. ----.-- ······ ··------ ·· · -"·" .
· ..·. .. --. ·_._.·.•····-.-.---. ..
--." JC---W-l
t h h1s r e e h a n d ZEU. ·S
. Whl: ps ou,_t,... h_-.e-··-··----::.--=··,-- -- ,
l small, '1-ai;_¥: "p1ctureframe" v1ewf pji.er he
.
; pocketed baCk---o.p p. 14 and, i!,.1.rEfsponse to
; this and subsequett :JZ_C;\S-es of the TROJAN
l PRAYER, sets abou._. !.!.fr§:m.;Lr; off" views of
f
.)
: the stage, tl}.e-.--a:U:dience, tn·t3-·;-Qainte.d scene, 1
'. · his int l--ocu. tor--it is not alw8:ys. ear .
.:
l wb.a US is putting a frame around. r·...
I!
: :

·_ -

-

11

-

'-"--''"=- --:o...•-.:.....;...;..,;;_· -' =--- -··- - '' " 0::.::.:... ·

- ·J.'.....:......!t>....;;.'--•-...: Co-;.,.:.:;...,.;......, ;.:.,.d_.,.;;;._.,,.;.:;,•;.•.._:..., ... _;....A"--.---· ·-Col ·,...:;._;.:, :;;-;l;,•.
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
--there rises a vast, silhouetted tower of char-ZEUS
Yes!
THE TROJAN PRAYER
--still a molder, and only just still recognizable
as an immense single foreleg--

ZEUS
But there!

:
: -li'-'.;:.
::
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
--all that remains of the vast wooden charger
but now fed to the flames.
ZEUS
I could do the smolder in smolder, the circumambient
haze in circumambient haze . . . .
THE TROJAN PRAY.ER
Of course, it's the barest outline, it leaves any number
of profound questions unexplored, indee J!, untouched.

ZEUS
As for those streaks of orange cloud on the horizon,
I think I'll go with streaks of orange cloud. The only
problem being .

:;;:c..:.•·-

. po'lild anything mor·e
...

,. .;..--'-

c)..earl:{
,,...!-<..

""' ··

.

proclaim "Troy's won"?

,_

ZEUS

.. ,,,_,

·· ""......

previous '- ech)....
- · ··-·•• •

·,.,;:.;.;.: , :.,;;,;,; •·•·""'•

;',\V,'{.(,•.-: .::.i...'. '·"""-•··• _ _ ,_ _ _._.ce:;:,

. . • How on earth does one boil down an entire horse
to its leg?

,... ·,

.,;.•·\.Y.l;{ .t.:...
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THE TROJAN PRAYER

Ah, the perennial aesthetic challenge of reduction to
essentials.

Never a simple

matter--·although perhaps in this instance simpler
than most.

You hold in your

hand a powerful instrument

.She

estures toward the easel/thunderbolt)

which you have only to let fall on

Old Paint, and--see if you have not shorn away all but
the gist of your conception.
ZEUS

[d * i 1ii !rffi;ig'h:·f
F -·--·----·--- ·---..-·-··- -· -.·••·•

.._,._.,.,-'".->c.-•·• ·-··'''" '' .......... ,•.··-· ._ . ...

.. -·

-·•·co··---•- •'"·.-.-•- ·

Lob a bolt? I don't know. As you're aware, I considEr
myself pretty well past my Zeus-the-Thunderer phase.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
Who said anything about lobbing a bolt? I'm drawing
your attention to an untapped expressive resource.
ZEUS
You mean,

eY.peF"r -\tti!Y
He ifts theasel/bolt slowt,yA nto the airJ
.Q....--a±mH·'
''·l't..e.xp.er1mentally--- at'the-._.,. ··palnted --scene..,
aJ:-""Wh4l-e·""e-0>r:Ft-inu.i.ng......t_a.. ohs.erve..- "·his".- o-w:lq.
a.c,ll.@£!-&->..---througl:t.the..._,Lpi.etureframe}'..-. N-i-ew 4:-nEler
tf::l:e"'"h'a>fltiJ.w -

do the consuming flame . . • ?

.
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THE TROJAN PRAYER
In consuming flame.

Exactly.

One can only

applaud your ongoing engagement with real-world materials.

r::: r;

c : g ;;>;=-"' ".'

£· ;;:!:r ; rY-!::_i:_== : =e
--·- ---·-·-- --

The breach widens!

-- --"''--··-·------·-··---·---- -·--· · -"'· ···-···-·---- ·-. --'-·'·--- -:.:::::-:;'t·

I

A mass of Trojans lay shoulder to

steed and--Pony is afoot!

They have him moving.

They have him moving faster.

They are bringing him in.

Another moment, and he will be out of your range.
Throw in fire now--!

:J

·-·-::.:: I: P x; 1;,· zEus··k- t" ·t·h

tu ; :;f;'"7

··· Pic
f:iewfinrre: !J.d brings the raised eas...E?.1/l:igh tning
bolt f\!,ly to''·bear on the "painted ···scene."

,.N' ,. "'""': the ex ac t ·
::t-oift- h··"painted scene"
<toward which...he ··a ims the bolf ·-es·emwhere
high 13-.P. - inits sky section), a circle-·· ·o·f .. _ _
_:;:. d--·light--a "burn mark"--appears
on the canv:a. .)
.

__

Zeus!

Down and

_ _,,"" ''"''' -· ··-·-··-' ·"· ._,.. .•..., •. ,.....

in!

- :Pe-l:l.":a·4i-a€""---€·a.n:va.s""

At last, by an Olympian effort, ZEUS
manages to tilt the bolt downward a little.
and the.x:.e.b.-y......s.hi.f -ts.......:the- '-'bu:rm -mark""·- a,..J:,:tt-t1e.
d.o..w.nwa:-±:La±ong,..;tae....,..paintedc.-*s-eene.'!., .. to •, .,,.. • po,:kn-1:;
. j.n..,.., ..sky-...j.us-t--··-ab.e¥€'·"'1'J].pe·:t·· '··s,"•ei·11;r···''wa lr·

He pauses for breath
·"-';;:: =-i,-.to _ linger on this
one spot _oCcanvs · ·
the circle of --rE?·d ---ig_h.:t..E,gins -- to···spread like
a cigarette burn....a-e-r-o::rs ·th ]3.inted scene" • s
! de:Pi -en="ofsky over Troy

+"=-------

l

{

1·

t

""'-..,. ., l.

(ZEUS attempts t o comply. But he cannot
qu ite handle the easel/bolt.
It wobbles in
his hand. d..,...,<&S-n-.1-t..-.,d,e&s ,-•.se ,. ,.the.,,. ltburn . mark"

f

i
;

:- r - --- ------... .

·-··· -.'"'··· "• """'"'''

,.......... ,...:.: .. --.
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Zeus! It must come down to the Horse. Spare Troy!
Bring it down to the Horse!
['· :.

"1-tts·--if.._§: ainst resist.ai1c€i ,· ZELJ.rfl;§:nage8ji

ta
ork
g"
etot
.3.·as·.ecla:fn-vb:oaljs;-:-::-;--m-o:vQidl,'!thg·.-e·.·.s·re··..l·b9.y.:WtlYhe "burn!
1m
n..·.h·.·e.t.hte

f

·... ·· · ··· . ...... J

l 9.e= .:.·. - ·- ..·........

(Re-enter HERMES as "psychopomp"

( a conductor of souls to the underworld).

He wears exactly the same costume as before
but each of its elements--winged sandals,
traveler's hat, etc.--is now jet black.
Seeing ZEUS with bolt (apparently)
raised against, but not yet hurled toward,
Troy, HERMES supposes that he takes in
the situation at a glance.)
HERMES
Hangs yet in air? Let fall, Zeus! Here is your
Conductor of SoulBelow,

poised to take down such

shades of Troy as your bolt may fell--and, of course,
be painted in the act. What need more stay?
Send fire on Troy!
THE TROJAN PRAYER.
Not against Troy, but against the cobbl13d mare and all
who from within her aim at Troy's fall,· Zeus's shaft is
raised. It is the flower of Greece--Diomed, Ajax,
Odysseus--whom this night you shall escort below.
HERMES
Odysseus? You're telling me Odysseus never makes it home?

But all my best scenes are in the Odyss !
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r::5
1

l.

!;:;., 1!e ·i5:: 7 n:!1! !

her hand lnthe:v is-ionary'hai-liD:es-:-ge ture
and_,.pe-ers --rra own," i. e• , out.) · · -.· ·".

j..,,,.,.:::;;:"'''

ted

·.

THE TROJAN PRAYER
Mark, Zeus! The Nag has cleared the breach! They're
wheeling her through the starlit streets, onto the
palace lawn . . • •
ZEUS

+
..·• &. ·:hJo·.;.• k c,st.ru g±ing to wield and aim the
bolt; 'to· ·HERMES:"')
Oh, come! You have had a fair run of "scenes"!
One might
back

to 1 Hades. And,··closer to··home,

your recent, poignant conveyance oPriam to Achilles
w tch,
s
by night in Iliad 24 II, once read, not soon forgot.

J'
THE TROJAN PRAYER

And--lo! ·with Dan Patch now drawn up at Priam's door,
my Trojans retire to (shall it prove their final?) rest.
HERMES
(to ZBtffi7

Ah, what is all that compared to the mighty passages
you, by sparing Troy, wrest from me?·\
· Nt.. EH?-.··•Ro@ ' '·'"sha·±l····I>
F XJ.s.m:tt ..t·G ...CaL;¥.pso..your laes.t='7'y.ours.,..fZeus··!......... tha4; ·Qdysgeus..,

.d.-€.pacr4;..···he:r··.d-'sle.•

f\--_-·- . . . -· - - -. - ·- - - I

-
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--- AN PRAYER

(always peering "below," i. e., out)

\\

1

j And B· \e is Helen, who, having somehow caught wind

I the

I

::::::!\ ,is far-off spouse. "Diomed!" sh>

I

/
.I

\

!

spers,

,

HERMES

\

III

l

t

Hor'se is full of Greeks, wheedles each warriotn the

!

l

r

//

( t-Q ZEUS)
\

:

Never now shall I fu,.rnish Odysseus wit_h a charm against
I

; Circe's charms.

jl

'\ 1-,

//

'\..,
-l:"'·

,,/
THE 'it\ROJAN PRAYER
\,_
/
\

<,,

(

".

/

(her ear, as wXl as eye, now fixed
"below," i. e., out/)
/(
"Ajax!" purrs Helen in the,.,. vofqe of Ajax's left bride,
,.

"Ajax!"

,i

I

/

.

\\,
\ .'

i

/.. )

!

(to .-ZEUS)
Never now lead do·n the souls of Penelo]'
- s suitors
to Hell.
;:

i

i/'

/

THE TROJAN PRAYER
(looking, and listening, "down,

i. e., out)

"Odyssus!"--now it is the broken tones of Penelope
He:J,n brings forth--"Odysseus!", and, receiving no
"'

l:F

?nswer, laughs and leaves.
//
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13-t=·e-f "aJ..l; £'pare Troy--and there shall want
founding no second Troy. Which means: no eneid
(whose hero must now quietly eke out his span at home).
Which means: I can forget about perhaps the grandest
of all my descent-passages: Never now shall Ipresent
Aeneas with your edict that he quit Dido and turn prow
for Rome. For the loss of these, my best vignettes---Homeric
and Virgilian--it only just compensates that you'll be
painting me next.

ZEUS
Ah, well, now, as for that--

HERMES
I mean, of course, after you've ...shot your

bolt and are free to redirect your energies toward
art.

ZEUS
To have shot my bolt looks to be the new direction
in my art. Let me explain.

heBe

=mMings::::: :::: :::w: ::t :::·::::r
stirrings of them within the Horse to unbar and emerge?
= &fl:&··Srn&i·nB"··-:i::n·"·4:rJ::re,."..! wi·i:ifl8·&S·..····D·GX ,!!.... 1 :L
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ZEUS

Painting is yesterday. At least in my view. If
Phryno or the Leagros Group imagine that there is yet
blood to be wrung from that stone, they are welcome to try.
Myself, I have moved: on. To what? you may ask.
To projects more on the scale of .
more of a piece with ..

in materials

For example: say

the maquette calls for a bolt from on high: do I
reach for the yellow ochre? Ido not! no, but rather

·:r.·

£-ttempts to hold forth the easel/thunderbolt,
which however, he can still barely manipulate)

Abring this fellow to bear upon .

oh, say,

a structure of burnt planks (which I do in burnt plank),
from which arise, rendered in whiffs-of-char, whiffs of char.

HERMES
But--that's not art! Or rather, it's the art of a god,
that can't help being the thing it is--the nasturtium
pinned to the canvas all over again. Don't talk about
"new forms" to me: You're reverting!

Well--I won't

let you. An oil painting I was promised--by that very
bolt you're now tossing around so freely youswore it--and
painted I shall be!

If I'm fated to kiss all my best

lyric and epic moments goodbye, I damn sure mean
to persist as a subject for Western art. Know, therefore,
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ZEUS you and this newfound project
that I shall come between
of yours. Urge not the fate of Troy. Troy is nothing
to me. Sink Troy or soar, I intend to be represented.
I put myself before Troy.

THE TROJAN PRAYER
(=s-t·tJ::l· -per-ing..
th-€-·"ltwttness"·box"-)"

u d e>wn,'
!',.{out"j'·-'·:from'

now, from the underbelly of the Beast, the hatch
that swung wide to receive the murderers, swings widE
to disgorge the . Down drops a rope ladder upon which,
any moment now, the first of Troy's harriers shall
plant heel. Help, Zeus!
(For the first time since he transformed
his easel into a lightning bolt ;s.a.e-k-e·"P""'""';l-'7..,.
ZEUS raises the bolt over his head with the
perfect ease and confidence of his prototype,
the fifth-century bronze statue of
he\ib..
8Wf,.,
"Zeus, Hurler of Lightning."
Only, he does not hurl it.
Instead, he abruptly lowers the bolt
and, with a single, deft,baton-twirler's
flick of the wrist, turns it back into an
easel, which he sets down on the stage-floor.
ffi oes-"n·GtT·howeve:r.,.., tu:rm: "his ·Ze:us....costttme"-"""'the.
-s-i-4,v-ar.,...ta:F->i'flmle-d--.. ea±>amy:s.-..... ba ok... ..inj;.o,.Al;:;te-·"· n.o:uRd. s. t.ooth&- -"}3'P-iG-r-;.t<€J."""' e..i,_n.g,.',"'t...:u ned".•;.i;:Bsid ·B"·'·•G
t U--on"'"'P. '"4..!1'. )
His easel now once more in place, he
prepares to resume painting.)

"

Aalrmed-;---tae••,!_g..RQ.J·AN·'·PR1rH3R·"ca: a-FHi·G:as·
1
•frB--F·- jl·GS t... a :t;, , the .·.. ···''wit ne SS• b C}X';"' '"1

Zeus? What--?
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ZEUS
(-peicn"ticBg "tO "· H:ERMES')
But mark him there, mid-realization .
Fervent to avert, he interposes--and, interposing,
has his pose at last:
-fb-1-eek ng· e- Xt--·'M'l:e"""'Wu t:-a&-"·"l'i"·a·'ir)·

Hermes Puts Himself Before the Trojan War--from his
own lips drop (and not for the first time) his title.

Didn't I tell you you'd come on your pose in the
end--not this or this other, but th19 thillg_itself?
And didn't I undertake to know it when I saw it?
(His easel now fully deployed,
he plunges back into painting.l
:Z f. t)S pa..! ts. tl£RMF.5 ro es.)

HERMES

It feels so right

ZEUS

right!

THE TROJAN PRAY.ER
You're turning back to painting

!!.Q!!?

'what about the world

coming out differently? What about Troy snatched from
the flames? What about our installation?
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ZEUS
Wasn't making a· whole bunch of headway there, was I?
Couldn't rightly seem (as can scarc1 ly have escaped you)
to manage the bolt. Only now, though, do I see
what the trouble was. Plainly, I must
re ·S···•.tcC).W& El:"·t·ke··e
··· ase·.,
venture a portrayal of myself at this stage before
passing on to the next.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
But what you're "venturing a portrayal" of is---HIM!

ZEUS
Yes, but of him as emblem of one's own earlier stance.

Under the figure of Hermes "putting himself before" Troy,
shall I not recognize my own "art before everything"
posture, till now held deepest truth, but now presenting
itself as, merely, a guide to further depths?
""-·-::}

+t r .g.....t-e·"H;s,RM®rrr

Conductor Beyond! Leader-On of the imagination--and
even by this known for a figure of imagination as,
before everything, self-led-on! Let 'Tina have
stolen her march, this

is the First God I paint.
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Unsealer of the Eyes! I advance upon my own wit.h

even in thus pointing beyond yourself, you offer instance
of an art that points beyond itself, of art as
a pointing beyond itself.

::;; :::::(;.:-i :P ti-t ···- t ;-··

i ;··-· - t·h:,;: ·TR:ciJ!N.I

r[==c s:ro d;:::: l:-- ::-,.,.-.1
PRAYER.

··--·-----.

. .>'p •..

>

.

Was it not yourself urged me to let through the
1
' memoiristic

I
'

resonances"?
THE TROJAN PRAYER

Ah, when all's said, you do but add to the pile one more
Hermes as Psychopomp, that most worked, tiredest theme
in all Greek art. Kleitas, Douris, Timanthes--·who of your
mortal masters has not been there before you?
ZEUS
And who but their supernal 'prentice has glimpsed there
an image even of those masters' own quest--thus at a stroke
eclipsing them?

Didn't I promise to "set you before broader horizons"?
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THE TROJAN PRAYER

those greaves. It is Odysseus!
(She looks to ZEUS for a response--and
finds him already wholly caught up in his
painting. His brush flies.)
ZEUS
See with what ease! How ever could I have supposed
this hand stayed, of bolt incapable? It was just,
you see, I couldn't be on to the next thing until
I'd painted myself out--that is, painted myself in,
that is, painted Hermes. Well, I paint him now;
which done, bring on the earthworks and countermonuments:
I am for you.

THE TROJAN PRAYER
But by then--

Troy is lost!
ZEUS
How, if my brush capture her? And be certain,
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my brush, no less surely than my Greeks, shall capture
her• ::i...:L--OR.J::y-."as.·.S4i>ep-ped:..out..,before· ·if · Only a-s '• ··- •
E'iii'le_y·
e"k-e±erth.
•AI shall
geG.l...i.k,e--ges,:j}ti'i?B+·

put forth my hand or
Sh=-W-i ·eJ:{i
iBgc.,ge.sttH?O<·

put forth my hand- what matter? Perduring town
or perduring image of a fated town--Troy wins
either way! Either way Troy wins! Your prayer
is--or rather, the prayer you are is--you are--answered.
THE TROJAN PRAYER
But-· Hier·".,a. t-tention ,is caught·- by som.e·thi'n·g

cB·RB=·g-±-i:mps'eS·•· '·'helow•.JL}·

In a bound, Odysseus is down the rope and stands on
Trojan soil, his sword drawn. After him now drops
Diomed, drops Ajax, drops Nestor--each with sword
drawn •

Zeus! Do I have to paint you a picture?

Very well-(She eemes·· o=t-!:1e.-.l'.wU:r:l.e>&&·-&&JC' '1
and plants herself smack in between ZEUS
and his "model," HERMES.)
I shall paint you a picture.
It is evening in a city. A weary bay drinks from
her trough. The smoke of cookfires, over which joints
of meat turn slowly, lifts skyward!.

Cries of children
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at play ring out. from the next street. In this street,
a Sunday painter yet plies his brush. He has set himself
to capture a square of late-afternoon sun on his garden wall.
The Sunday painter works quickly, for night nears and
the light he paints, and paints by, must soon fail.
But say it fail: shall he not return to his paintj_ng
next Sunday afternoon, and next, even. as the sun
returns to the wall? At thought of all these many
sabbaths of labor before him, the Sunday painter's hand
slows; then quickens.

The thirsty bay drinks from

her trough. The smoke of cookfires diffuses. The cries
of children in the next street grow faint. Stars appear.
e ·t,;i.;n¥-"·1ibghtbtl:l:bs·-· a"iT"'·"the,·<·C,ent•er··o"f
c.ea"C'h'"'S·ta:r:..,p4otur-ehook••·if±,;Lo:;K.e:. -· en·'"'

The light the Sunday painter paints, and paints by,
lessens. The painter paints on.
It is, in truth, an ordinary scene, such as might
be met with any place, any time. But this is not
any place. And it is not any time. It is
tomorrow in Troy.
(The TROJAN PRAYER concludes her speech
in a graceful posture of appeal.
Apparently much moved, ZEUS leaves off
painting, goes to the TROJAN PRAYER, and
lays his hand on her shoulder--a gesture
of pure compassion, it would seem.
But then, abruptly, he uses the hand
he has placed on her shoulder to reposition
her shoulder slightly. He. 'ts Lvo t--·k'l ,,.:, l-te.r--

thfo -the.

pic..+u re .
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